Creating Interactive Videos and Quizzes
Planet eStream allows you to create quizzes and add interactivity to any video within your eStream site,
including YouTube embeds, imported items from Connect and Chapters of videos.
Step One – Accessing the Quiz Editor
Select a piece of media from your Planet eStream library on under the Details tab click on Select Quiz.

From here, you will be presented with the option to select any quizzes that have already been created or you
can select Open Quiz Editor to take you into the Quiz Creation tool.
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If you want to create a quiz within a Chapter, you can access to quiz editor by selecting the chapters tab on a
video and then clicking Create Quiz on the specific chapter:

Step Two – Using the Quiz Editor
Once you have selected either of the above options, you will be presented with quiz editor. The first thing you
need to do from here is select New to begin creating a quiz.

You will then be asked to give your quiz a name and add in any additional introductory text. Once you’re
happy with your title and intro, click on Create:
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You have now created an empty quiz and you can start to add assets to it. The main element of your quiz
editor will be your timeline and you will notice a red marker on it. You can click and drag the marker to
navigate along the timeline to locate a point in the video that you would like to add in a question or other quiz
element to.

The quiz questions and elements are located just above the quiz timeline. From left to right, you have –
Multiple Choice Question, True or False Question, Free Text Question, Fill in the Blanks Question and Hot
Spot Question. Other assets include the ability to add a link, a drawing and an annotation.

Once you have selected a point using the drag tool, add your question or asset by clicking the relevant icon. In
this case we will select Multiple Choice. You can then add the question and answer options on the right-hand
side.
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Type out your question at the top and then provide different options for the answers. Mark any correct
answers to the question by ticking the Correct Answer check box. You can select more than one question to
be the correct answer and choose to have anywhere between from 2 to 6 answer options for a multiple choice
question.

You also have the option to add correct and incorrect feedback for when a user gets a question right or wrong
and can also add a hint to aid the participant.

You will also notice an option to choose how you would like the question to be displayed. “Show Question on
Lead In” will show the question while the video is playing for a specific amount of after which the video will be
automatically paused, displaying the answer options and allowing users to make their selection. The is most
helpful for when questions are going to be provided in the next portion of the video. “Hide Question until
Paused”, will display the question and answer options when the video is paused and not before.
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Once you click Confirm, you will see your first asset on the timeline. You now have the ability to move it along
the timeline and alter the duration by rescaling the asset within the timeline by dragging.

Now you can move along the timeline to another specified time and add another asset. In this case we will add
a shape by clicking the pink New Icon Drawing. Once you’ve picked the Icon Drawing tool, you have access to
a collection of pre-defined shapes and the ability to change the colour, duration the shape is shown for and
shape orientation. Once you have picked your icon, you can then annotate it. Once you are happy you can click
Confirm and the shape will appear within your timeline.

You can add links to your interactive video by clicking the yellow Link icon, which will present you with a
window where you are able to search for any content on your eStream site. These can be videos, external
links, YouTube embeds and images. For example, you might want to link to a supporting PDF document or
transcript. Once you have selected the link option simply search for your chosen item, using the search filters
if required, and add it to your timeline by clicking the (+) logo. If you have created chapters on a video, you can
also add these.
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You will now see your link appear within your quiz and on your timeline.

The final asset you can add is an annotation, which you can do by clicking the blue annotation logo. After
selecting this you can type out your annotation and chose from any of the formatting options on the righthand side. Once again, click confirm for it to appear within your timeline.

Now that you have created a quiz timeline and added some assets you can preview your quiz to ensure that it
is to as required and determine where any changes need to be made, if any. Firstly, you will need to save your
quiz:

Now you can click on the preview icon to present you with the preview page:
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You will now be presented with the following page where you can preview your quiz. To do so, simply click
Start.

You can now sit through your quiz and practice going through some of the questions to ensure that they
function properly. You will also see all of the assets that you have added along the video bar at the bottom.

Once you are happy with how your quiz is looking, you can give access to your students. To enable users to
begin participating in the quiz, you will now need to Publish your quiz so that it is available on your eStream
site.
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You can also use the share/embed options to enable you to distribute your quiz via a web link or embed your
quiz onto a school site or VLE. Interactive videos and quizzes can also be located in the bespoke VLE/ LMS
plugins that we offer:

As soon as your quiz is published, users can then locate the quiz by navigating to the particular video and then
clicking the quiz button or by viewing it within a learning platform or as an external resource.
All user scores are tracked within Planet eStream quizzes, whether these are accessed from the Planet
eStream site itself or via an embed. To view the analytics of a quiz that you have created simply access the
quiz editor or navigate to your ‘MyHome’ page, open the quiz and select the graph icon to open analytics.

Clicking this button will present you with the analytics area where you can view which users have participated
and review their chosen results. Any free text questions that have been answered will need be marked by the
quiz creator in this area too. You can also download your quiz results in a .CSV (Excel) document by clicking
the Export button at the top of the page.
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